Self vs. Parent: Factors Influencing Likelihood of Hiring a Healthcare Advocate
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Abstract

Objective: To determine how the factors that may lead an individual to hire a healthcare advocate to aid him/herself in navigating the healthcare system when dealing with chronic or complex health issues differ from the factors that are considered when deciding to hire a healthcare advocate for one’s parent.

Methods: 1,740 randomly selected participants completed a brief vignette-based questionnaire that indicated their likelihood of hiring an HCA for oneself or a parent. Confirmatory factor analysis and structural equation modeling were used to test the effects of predisposing, enabling, and illness factors on the predicted likelihood.

Results: Although neither model fit well statistically, both fit well descriptively. The direct path from predisposing to enabling factors and the indirect path from predisposing factors to illness level were significant in both models.

Discussion: Understanding the factors that influence the decision to hire an HCA could help health providers target patients who are most likely to use HCA services, thereby reducing the burden on the healthcare system and improving quality of care.
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1. Introduction

The healthcare system faces increasing challenges in delivering high quality care because of the growing prevalence of chronic conditions (Bodenheimer, 2008; Schoen et al., 2007; Singer et al., 2011). Patients with chronic conditions often require multiple practitioners, and coordinated care is critical for effective treatment (Fani Marvasti & Stafford, 2012; Schoen et al., 2007; Singer et al., 2011). However, because the healthcare system in the United States is better designed for handling acute illnesses than
for chronic illnesses (Wagner et al., 2001), patients with chronic illnesses often receive suboptimal care and are more likely to experience medical errors, poor health outcomes, and dissatisfaction with their care (Boyd et al., 2007; Fani Marvasti & Stafford, 2012; Siu, Spragens, Inouye, Morrison, & Leff, 2009). Poor communication between patients and physicians can lead to difficulties in establishing treatment plans and result in poor adherence and worsening health among the patients (Parekh & Barton, 2010). There are often communication difficulties, not only between patients and physicians, but also between healthcare professionals because of insufficient information and delayed responses; this can result in poor adherence and worsening health among the patients (Vogeli et al., 2007). These difficulties with communication are reported as one of the most common reasons for patient dissatisfaction with healthcare (Cousin, Schmid Mast, Roter, & Hall, 2012; Wright, Sparks, & O’Hair, 2012). To improve communication and better coordinate care, there has been a shift toward more patient involvement in medical decision-making.

Patients’ involvement in their healthcare has been termed “shared decision making” (Elwyn et al., 2012) and ensures that patients understand their conditions, the best treatment options available, and potential health outcomes and risks (Elwyn et al., 2012; Kaplan, 2004). Patients who are better informed and more involved in their healthcare are more likely to follow their treatment plans, be more satisfied with their care, and have improved health outcomes (Robinson & Thomson, 2001). However, not all patients are mentally and physically able, or feel confident and knowledgeable enough, to navigate the healthcare system and make important medical decisions (Pickard & Knight, 2005). Thus, over 34.2 million adults in the United States have been a caregiver to someone age 50 or older within the past 12 months (Family Caregiver Alliance, 2012). Healthcare Advocates (HCAs) are one resource that could help reduce the caregiving burden placed on family members, help individuals navigate their own healthcare options, and improve quality of life for the patient.

Healthcare advocacy was created as an avenue for patients to receive help navigating the healthcare system by providing liaisons to bridge the gap between patients and their healthcare teams (Carlson et al., 2011). HCAs guide patients through the healthcare system and represent the interests of the patients to ensure the best possible care (Hurst, 2007; Schwartz, 2002). HCAs can provide a variety of services, including accompanying patients to doctors’ visits, staying with a patient in the hospital overnight, providing emotional support and encouragement, scheduling appointments, assisting with insurance issues, and researching treatment options for the patient (Carlson et al., 2011). The services provided by HCAs increase patient satisfaction and quality of care and reduce unnecessary medical costs (Wilber, Allen, Shannon, & Alongi, 2003). Although HCAs have been shown to be effective, patients still underuse them. Previous researchers have found that reduced confidence in the healthcare system and the severity of a health condition increased an individual’s perceived likelihood of hiring an HCA (Cronan et al., 2010; Van Liew & Cronan, 2012). Identifying additional factors that contribute to an individual’s likelihood of hiring an HCA may help target patients who could benefit the most from their use.
In 1973, Anderson and Newman presented a theoretical framework for viewing healthcare utilization (see Figure 1). Within this framework, factors that contribute to healthcare use are classified into three categories: predisposing, enabling, and illness factors.

![Diagram of Individual Determinants of Health Service Use](image)

**Figure 1. Individual Determinants of Health Service Use, as Adapted from the Andersen-Newman Model of Healthcare Use**

Predisposing factors include individual characteristics that exist prior to any diagnosis, such as age, gender and ethnicity. For example, older individuals report substantially higher monthly healthcare expenditures than younger individuals (Yang, Norton, & Stearns, 2003). Factors affecting individuals’ lifestyles, such as ethnicity, may also relate to the use of health services. Specifically, minority ethnic groups, especially African Americans and Hispanics, tend to use healthcare services less than Caucasians (Gaskin, Dinwiddie, Chan, & McCleary, 2011). Thus, these predisposing sociodemographic factors may influence an individual’s likelihood of using healthcare services.

The enabling component of the model is an evaluation of an individual’s status and the resources available to seek and receive health services. This component is comprised of resource variables, including insurance coverage, income, and education level. For example, income is related to health and care seeking; people with lower income consistently show higher rates of poor health behaviors, while those with higher income are often more able to obtain healthcare (Hu & Stowe, 2013; Schoen et al., 2007). People with higher levels of education are also more likely to practice healthy behaviors, attend regular appointments with their physician, and are less likely to require high cost emergency services than those with less education (Lodi-Smith et al., 2010; Schoen et al., 2007). These enabling variables contribute to individual differences in the attainability of healthcare.
The illness component is the final component in predicting health service use and is the most immediate cause of healthcare use. Within the theoretical framework, the individual or family must have an illness that requires services, or must perceive a high probability of illness occurrence, to seek services (Andersen & Newman, 1973). Both perceived and evaluated health status are leading causes of healthcare use. People with an illness, or those who perceive their health as poor, report a higher number of physician visits, hospital visits, and prescription medications, than those who perceive themselves as healthy (Andersen & Newman, 1973; Frostholm et al., 2005).

Anderson and Newman’s model of healthcare utilization has broad applications to the understanding of general healthcare use, as well as the use of social services, nursing homes, and other types of caretakers (Aday & Awe, 1997; Andersen & Newman, 1973; Gelberg, Andersen, & Leake, 2000). However, it is important to note that this theoretical model of healthcare use and the factors involved addresses only individual determinants. In many cases, however, it is not the individual who determines the need for health services. Proxy reports provided by a family member, often the child of the patient, are frequently used as a measure of the health and well-being of older individuals (Schulz et al., 2013). Proxy reports are used most often when the individual’s condition is severe and his or her health is very poor, or when a person has dementia (Neumann et al., 2000). Considering that a caregiver is often the one involved with medical decision-making, it is important to know how well a proxy report provided by a family member matches the health status of the person of interest, and what may influence a caregiver’s likelihood of hiring an HCA for another person. In the present study proxy ratings were examined to determine how this might translate to differences between family members and individuals in the predicted likelihood of using healthcare services, such as those of an HCA.

Although researchers have investigated specific factors that may increase an individual’s likelihood of using an HCA, it has yet to be determined how consistent the responses are when considering services for oneself versus for a parent. A clearer understanding of a person’s likelihood of hiring a healthcare advocate for themselves, as well as for their parents, may help organizations and researchers design and implement health advocacy services to target patients who will be interested in and benefit the most from these types of services. The present study is intended to compare the model fit of an adaptation of the Anderson-Newman healthcare use model for application to individuals and to parents. To investigate the influence of these factors on an individual’s likelihood of hiring an HCA, two main hypotheses were tested: (1) predisposing factors are directly related to enabling factors, and enabling factors are directly related to illness level, which has a direct effect on the likelihood of hiring a healthcare advocate; (2) the overall model depicted in Figure 2 will fit, both statistically and descriptively. The application of the model to predicting the likelihood of hiring an HCA was compared for oneself and a parent to determine whether it is applicable to decisions made by caregivers.
2. Method

The data for this study were collected from two separate studies. In the first study participants were asked to complete a vignette-based questionnaire on their perceived likelihood of hiring an HCA for a parent, should their parent become ill or injured. In the second study, with the same format, participants were asked about their own perceived likelihood of hiring an HCA if they were to become ill or injured. Participants were 1,740 adults (N = 1090 for study 1; N = 650 for study 2) randomly selected from the community. Participants had to be 18 years or older to participate, and able to speak and read English. The mean participant age was 44.9 years (SD = 17.17); 52.9% of the participants were female, 69.4% were Caucasian, 60.1% had a bachelor’s degree or higher, 56.0% earned less than $90,000 per year, and the majority of participants reported having health insurance (85.5%). Most participants reported having a good understanding of the concept of an HCA (M = 7.5 on a 10-point scale, SD = 2.2). See Table 1 for detailed demographic characteristics of the two samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Sample Demographics and Descriptive Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Predisposing Factors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender (%)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnicity (%)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Marital Status (%)  
Single 30.1  37.3  
Married/Domestic Partner 60.7  51.6  
Divorced/Separated/Widowed 9.1  11.1  

Enabling Factors  
Income (%)  
< $30,000 15.1  15.5  
$30,000-$59,999 20.4  23.1  
$60,000-$89,999 23.0  20.7  
$90,000-$119,999 16.1  15.3  
$120,000-$149,999 10.9  11.0  
$150,000-$179,999 5.2  4.6  
> $180,000 9.0  9.8  

Health Insurance (%)  
Yes 86.9  84.1  
No 13.1  15.9  

Education (%)  
Less than a Bachelor’s Degree 37.7  38.8  
Bachelor’s Degree 35.7  35.3  
More than a Bachelor’s Degree 26.6  25.9  

Illness Component  
Yes-Chronic Condition 29.7  52.7  
No-Healthy 70.3  47.3  

2.1 Procedure  
Potential participants were randomly selected and approached by research assistants in community areas around San Diego County. Participants were asked to complete a 5- to 10-minute survey, which they were told was for the purpose of investigating the factors associated with hiring an HCA. Participants were provided with a cover letter stating that they must be 18 years of age or older to participate, that all information provided would be kept anonymous and confidential, and that participation was voluntary and could be discontinued at any time. First, participants read a definition and description of an HCA and were asked how well they understood the role of an HCA. Participants were then asked to read a vignette and respond to a set of questions as though they were the person described in the vignette. In the last section of the survey, participants were asked to respond to various questions about themselves and how likely they would be to hire an HCA should they or their parents become ill or injured. When participants were finished with their surveys, they were given five dollars as a token of appreciation for their participation.
2.2 Measures
The measures used to examine one’s perceived likelihood of hiring an HCA and the predisposing, enabling, and illness factors are described below.

2.2.1 Predisposing Factor
The variables used to assess the predisposing factor were participant gender, age, ethnicity, and marital status. These demographic variables were assessed via a self-report questionnaire. Age was measured in years as a continuous variable. Ethnicity was assessed using the following categories: Caucasian, African American, Asian/Pacific Islander, American Indian, Latino/Hispanic/Mexican American, multi-ethnic, or other. However, the sample sizes for all non-Caucasian ethnicities were relatively small; for this reason, ethnicity was dichotomized into two groups: Caucasian and Minority. Participants who selected “multi-ethnic” were classified as a Minority. Marital status was classified as “single”, “married/domestic partner”, or “divorced/separated/widowed”.

2.2.2 Enabling Factor
The variables used to assess the enabling factor were participant’s total family income, health insurance status, and education level. Total family income was divided into seven categories (Table 1). Health insurance status was defined as participant’s “yes” or “no” response when asked whether they had health insurance. Education was divided into three groups, those with less than a bachelor’s degree (Less than high school, high school graduate, associate’s/trade school), those with a bachelor’s degree, and those with more than a bachelor’s degree.

2.2.3 Illness Component
The illness component variable was measured dichotomously for the respondent, as presence of a chronic health condition or absence of a chronic health condition in the person for whom the HCA would be hired. That is, the participant was asked whether he/she had a chronic health condition or whether his/her parent had a chronic health condition. Participants also were asked whether they (or their parents) suffered from any medical conditions. These responses were coded as chronic or not, based on the Center for Disease Control’s list of chronic conditions (CDC, 2014).

2.2.4 Likelihood of Hiring a Healthcare Advocate
Participants were asked to report how likely they would be to hire an HCA for themselves, or for a parent in the future, should they or their parent become ill or injured. This outcome variable was measured on a 10-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (not at all likely) to 10 (extremely likely).

2.3 Analyses
Confirmatory factor analysis and structural equation modeling were used to test the effects of predisposing, enabling, and illness factors on the perceived likelihood of hiring a healthcare advocate for oneself or for a parent. First, the measurement model was tested to examine how well the measurement variables loaded onto the latent variable (e.g., insurance, income, and education loading onto one enabling factor variable).

Secondly, the full structural model was tested for both groups. Use of the chi-squared test to assess
model fit has been deemed unsatisfactory for numerous reasons, including being an unreliable indicator when dealing with large sample sizes (Tanaka, 1993). Because of these limitations, many researchers (e.g., Hoyle, 2000; Tanaka, 1993) have suggested using multiple measures of model fit instead of just statistical fit. In the present study, the Comparative Fit Index (CFI; Bentler, 1990) and the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA; Steiger, 1990) were used to interpret descriptive fit. Both the CFI and RMSEA are standardized measures of descriptive model fit that range in value from 0 to 1. For the CFI, values greater than .95 indicate a reasonable model, and values greater than .90 indicate a plausible model. For the RMSEA, values less than .08 indicate acceptable model fit, and values less than .05 indicate good model fit.

3. Results

3.1 Likelihood of Hiring an HCA for Self-Model Results

A one-factor predisposing model was tested, using the confirmatory factor analysis procedure in EQS. The predisposing factor was indicated by four observed variables. This one-factor model fit well both statistically ($\chi^2 [2, N = 650] = 4.319, p = .115$) and descriptively (CFI = .986, RMSEA = .043). All standardized factor loadings were moderate to large and statistically significant (values ranged from .340 to .836), except for gender (.016). Gender was removed from the predisposing factor because of its low and non-significant factor loading. The standardized factor loading remained significant with gender removed from the model (values ranged from .350 to .822).

Another confirmatory factor analysis was performed to test a one-factor enabling model. This enabling factor was indicated by three observed variables. Statistical and descriptive fit indexes could not be used to evaluate the enabling latent variable because the model was just-identified, meaning that there were zero degrees of freedom. Thus, the standardized factor loadings were used to determine model fit. All standardized factor loadings were moderate to large and statistically significant (values ranged from .449 to .700).

Finally, a four-factor model predicting the likelihood of hiring an HCA was tested, using structural equation modeling in EQS. The predisposing and enabling latent variables were each indicated by three observed variables. The other two variables in the model were observed variables that represented illness level and likelihood of hiring a healthcare advocate. This model did not fit well statistically ($\chi^2 [16, N = 650] = 31.095, p = .013$), but it did fit well descriptively (CFI = .962, RMSEA = .040). All standardized factor loadings were generally large and statistically significant for both the predisposing (values ranged from .352 to .735) and enabling factors (values ranged from .465 to .682). The direct path predicting the enabling factors latent variable from the predisposing factors latent variable was statistically significant ($\beta = .550, p < .05$). Thus, predisposing factors (age, marital status, ethnicity) predicted enabling factors (education, income, education). Additionally, the indirect path predicting illness level with predisposing factors was statistically significant ($\beta = .296, p < .05$). That is, predisposing factors were significantly related to an individual’s health status. However, the paths from
enabling factors to illness, from illness to the likelihood of hiring an HCA, and the other indirect paths shown in Figure 3 were not significant.

![Figure 3. Path Loadings on Enabling, Illness Level and Likelihood of Hiring an HCA for Self](image)

### 3.2 Likelihood of Hiring an HCA for a Parent-Model Results

A one-factor predisposing model was tested, using the confirmatory factor analysis procedure in EQS. The predisposing factor was indicated by four observed variables. This one-factor model did not fit well statistically ($\chi^2 [2, N = 1740] = 7.854, p = .0197$), but did fit well descriptively (CFI = .981, RMSEA = .054). All standardized factor loadings were moderate to large and statistically significant (values ranged from .291 to .879), except for gender (.025). Again, gender was removed from the predisposing factor because of this low and non-significant factor loading. The standardized factor loading remained significant with gender removed from the model (values ranged from .305 to .854).

Another confirmatory factor analysis was performed to test a one-factor enabling model. The enabling factor was indicated by three observed variables. Statistical and descriptive fit indexes could not be used to evaluate the enabling latent variable because the model was just-identified, meaning that there were zero degrees of freedom. In this case, the standardized factor loadings were used to determine model fit. All standardized factor loadings were moderate to large and statistically significant (values ranged from .419 to .743).

Lastly, a four-factor model predicting the likelihood of hiring an HCA was tested, using structural equation modeling in EQS. The predisposing and enabling latent variables were each indicated by three observed variables. The other two variables in the model were observed variables that represented illness level and the likelihood of hiring an HCA. This model did not fit well statistically ($\chi^2 [16, N = 1740] = 33.875, p = .006$), but it did fit well descriptively (CFI = .963, RMSEA = .044). All standardized factor loadings were generally large and statistically significant for both the predisposing (values ranged from .309 to .793) and enabling factors (values ranged from .508 to .615). The direct path predicting the latent variable representing enabling factors with the latent variable representing predisposing factors was statistically significant ($\beta = .511, p < .05$). Thus, predisposing factors (age,
marital status, ethnicity) predicted enabling factors (education, income, education). Additionally, the indirect path predicting illness level with predisposing factors was statistically significant ($\beta = .472, p < .05$). That is, predisposing factors were significantly related to an individual’s health status. However, the paths from enabling factors to illness, from illness to the likelihood of hiring an HCA, and the other indirect paths shown in Figure 4 were not significant.

![Figure 4. Path Loadings on Enabling, Illness Level and Likelihood of Hiring an HCA for a Parent](image)

4. Discussion

In this study, an adaptation of the Andersen and Newman model was tested as a method to predict the perceived likelihood of hiring an HCA for one’s self or an older parent. Two main hypotheses were tested. First, predisposing factors would be directly related to enabling factors, and enabling factors would be directly related to illness level, which would have a direct effect on the likelihood of hiring a healthcare advocate. The results partially supported the first hypothesis. Predisposing factors were, as predicted, significantly related to enabling factors. This was true for both the self and parent models. Therefore, an individual’s age, ethnicity, and marital status collectively predicted income, education, and insurance status. However, enabling factors did not predict illness status, nor did illness status have a direct effect on the perceived likelihood of hiring an HCA. This could be a result of a limitation of the illness status variable that was used. Participants’ responses were dichotomized into either “healthy” or as having a chronic condition on the CDC’s list of chronic conditions. However, more detailed information about the self-reported illness, such as duration and severity, could create a more robust illness variable. Although the relationship was not specified in the hypothesized model, predisposing factors were also significantly related to illness status. This finding is supported by epidemiological research, which has identified demographic factors as contributors to health (Yusuf, Reddy, Ôunpuu, & Anand, 2001; Katz, McHorney, & Atkinson, 2000).

It was also hypothesized that the overall model depicted in Figure 2 would fit well both statistically and descriptively. This hypothesis was partially supported. For both predicting the perceived likelihood of hiring an HCA for oneself and of hiring for a parent, the adapted model did not fit well statistically, but did fit well descriptively. Limitations of the chi-squared test with regard to large sample sizes provide a
strong explanation as to why the model did not fit well statistically. The model did fit well descriptively as a whole for both groups; however, upon further investigation of the path coefficients, only the path between predisposing and enabling factors was significant, and may have been driving the significance of the overall model.

Finally, we intended to compare the application of the proposed model for predicting the perceived likelihood of hiring an HCA for oneself and for a parent; however, the two groups could not be statistically compared because the individual model pathways were not significant. Despite this limitation, similar results and trends were found for both groups. For example, the relationships between predisposing factors and enabling factors, as well as between predisposing factors and illness level, were significant for both groups. This may suggest that there is not a difference in predicting additional care, whether it is for an individual or for a proxy such as a parent. This conclusion is consistent with previous research that found proxy ratings to be reasonably accurate and to have significant implications for the type of care and treatment provided (Essen, 2004). In addition, Bigatti et al. (2007) found moderate overall agreement on quality of well-being between patient and proxy ratings of women with fibromyalgia. This overall trend for predicting the perceived likelihood of hiring an HCA for oneself or a parent suggests that similar factors may influence the decision to hire an HCA, whether for oneself or a proxy.

HCAs are a new concept to many; therefore, it is important to understand the variables that may lead someone to hire an HCA, as well as in which populations and under what circumstances they may be most beneficial. With the baby boomers becoming seniors, the rates of dementia are increasing, and the number of family caregivers will also increase (Knickman & Snell, 2002; Lynn & Adamson, 2003). Health concerns and illnesses that are more prevalent in older adults, such as chronic diseases and dementia, require consistent healthcare and place a heavy economic burden on the healthcare system (Anderson & Horvath, 2004). Considering the complexity of the healthcare system, and thus of patient decision-making, it is important to offer services to assist people with chronic conditions that require long-term care. HCAs have the potential to help patients and their caregivers navigate the system, aid them in decision-making, and increase their overall quality of care.

Some limitations should be noted in the interpretation of the present results. Depending on the population or type of health-related service, the relationships between predisposing factors, enabling factors, illness factors, and health behavior may vary. Additionally, the definition and measurement of the major factors in the Andersen and Newman model were adapted to fit this particular study, and some variables had to be modified or excluded. Finally, the specific type of healthcare advocacy service examined in this study is a new service, with which many participants may not have been familiar. The brief description of an HCA that participants were asked to read before completing the survey may not have fully captured every aspect of the services that an HCA could provide. If participants were unclear as to the variety of services offered, it may explain why no difference was found in participants’ responses for themselves versus for a parent.
5. Conclusion
The Andersen and Newman model has been used and adapted to fit a variety of health behavior models. Future researchers should incorporate other constructs that might be important in understanding a person’s likelihood of using an HCA, such as the inclusion of social structure, health beliefs, or community variables. Because this was the first model comparison of the likelihood of hiring an HCA for two separate groups, future researchers should investigate whether these findings are similar or different for other populations, such as hiring for a child, for different ethnic groups, or for differing levels of socioeconomic status. Exploring any disparities that may exist between groups has the potential to help the healthcare system, health providers, and policy makers reach and serve patients who would benefit the most from healthcare advocacy services. Successfully targeting these groups could reduce overall cost and the burden on the healthcare system, as well as increasing quality of care and quality of life in these patients.
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